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1-Introduction 

Today there are many methods and systems for personal defense. The number of 

federations and associations has expanded to offer many different types adapted for 

professional use. 

However if all systems for self-defense must take into account a legal framework, a 

PROFESSIONAL system for self-defense must ALSO take into account the obligations and 

limitations that professionals face. 

What a security professional does not need is a system or a martial art adapted for 

their work, but a system developed for and by their needs. The main difference between this 

method (SDP) and the majority of others is that it does not come from any specific martial art 

or other system of self-defense. It has been created based on technical, legal and ethical 

considerations for a professional sector dedicated to security. Anyone can learn it. 

It has a legal framework, a code of conduct, technical principles (made up of 

techniques, tactics and operational procedures for different situations that professionals in the 

field may face). 

The system has to be easy to learn, almost instinctive, so it can function when the 

operator is under stress. The techniques should be few, easy, effective and versatile. One 

technique should be able to resolve many different types of confrontations and able to apply 

different levels of force depending on the situation (scaling of use of force, legal framework, 

code of conduct…) 

1.1-Spanish Association of Training Security and Personal Defense 

AEFSDP 

To develop and practice a system as we´ve previous described the AEFSDP was formed. 

It is an association for professionals, in private and public sectors, as well as the armed forces. 

The existence of the association has various aims: 

-Promote and develop training in SDP to members of law enforcement, armed 

forces, private security and other professionals. 

-Promote and develop specific technical programs for the practice and training 

of SDP, primarily in the professional field. 

-Give the members of law enforcement, armed forces and private security the 

NECESSARY TRAINING for proper professional development so they may do their 

duties to the best of their ability. 



-Promote automatic reactions and empathy in the duties of law enforcement, 

armed forces, private security and other professionals, by studying, practicing and 

training SDP. 

To meet these aims the AEFSDP organizes the following activities: 

-Training courses and qualifications for members of law enforcement, armed 

forces and private security. 

-Conferences, lectures and symposiums. 

-Practice, training and teaching in affiliated and non affiliated centers. 

This manual contains the AEFSDP official program for: 

-Black Belt 1st Dan SDP 

-Instructor SDP 

Both titles are official for the AEFSDP. The program is part theory and part practical. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

2-Levels of progression: Survival, legal framework, appearance 

This is the filter through which all the techniques, tactics and operational procedures 

have passed before becoming part of the syllabus. It contemplates the priorities, technical 

levels and the principles in the way a security professional acts. 

It is also a way to understand the technical and professional quality that can be 

achieved with training. The more factors we master the better the technique we posses. 

By survival we mean any technique, tactic or procedure that we use MUST be realistic 

(it must work in real life), and using said technique we should be able to survive the situation. 

By legal framework, we understand that the techniques and tactics used must obey 

the basic principles for employing force and in general all legal obligations (without forgetting 

that the most important is to guarantee the survival of the officer/agent/etc or third party). 

For example, there may be fighting techniques that are very effective for surviving an attack 

but they may not meet the basic principles of employing proportional force. 

By appearance we mean that the techniques and operational procedures that we use 

must not just meet the legal framework buy they must also be SEEN to meet it. In other words, 

as if being observed by a third person, the techniques must not appear to be too aggressive, 

offensive and they must be ethical. This means we will be on a higher scale of efficiency, as this 

contributes to our professional image, and will increase prestige and respect by society, which 

in turn will make the job easier for all members of law enforcement.  This is the last filter that 

techniques, tactics and operational procedures pass. 

The syllabus contains techniques, tactics and procedures intended to meet this 

framework, and to understand this framework some knowledge of legislation is required. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

3-Legislation 

Legitimate defense: 

To be considered legitimate defense the following requirements must be met: 

-The aggression suffered must be illegitimate or there must be a legal asset to 

protect. 

-Rational necessity of medium used. Least possible harmful medium used. 

-Lack of provocation. 

Legitimate use of force: 

Follow the lines laid out by the Council of Europe (meeting number 14, Milan, 

res 1986/10), in their declaration about the police, and the General Assembly of the United 

Nations in the Code of Conduct for Law Enforcement Officials there are established basic 

procedural principles just like a true professional code. 

The Secretary of the United Nations states in basic principles about the use of 

force and firearms by law enforcement officials the following: 

- Law enforcement officials, in carrying out their duty, shall, as far as 

possible, apply non-violent means before resorting to the use of force and firearms. They may 

use force and firearms only if other means remain ineffective or without any promise of 

achieving the intended result 

- Ensure that firearms are used only in appropriate circumstances and 

in a manner likely to decrease the risk of unnecessary harm 

- Law enforcement officials shall identify themselves as such and give a 

clear warning of their intent to use firearms, with sufficient time for the warning to be 

observed, unless to do so would unduly place the law enforcement officials at risk or would 

create a risk of death or serious harm to other persons, or would be clearly inappropriate or 

pointless in the circumstances of the incident 

- Ensure that assistance and medical aid are rendered to any injured or 

affected persons at the earliest possible moment 

 



Spain based their Law 2/86 (and later on 7th Instruction,  12/2007,Secretary of 

Sate Security, about the behaviors required by Law Enforcement Officers to guaranty the rights 

of people detaining or in police custody) on these principles. 

 

 

 

Basic principles for employing force: 

In general all actions should be in compliance with the legal system and follow 

the basic international principles agreed upon: legality, necessity, non-discriminatory, humane, 

opportunity, consistency and proportionality. 

-Compliance to legal system:  

Express legal authorization 

-Consistency: 

 Warning about employing force 

Controlling the means and procedures involved 

“…should choose, from the legal means/methods available, the most ideal…”, 

“act with the skill acquired in the training received…”, “the law enforcement officer 

shall retain emotional serenity and self-control, even in dangerous situations” 

Note: The legal means/methods are those available provisioned in equipment 

or those that are expressly authorized 

-Opportunity: 

Should be done in the moment needed to stop the criminal act 

“The officer should weigh the circumstances involved, knowledge about the 

suspect, the risks and possible reactions, and their own previous experience, to 

determine if the arrest/detaining can be done by other non-violent methods from the 

police techniques available” 

 

-Proportionality: 

If different means/methods are available the least harmful shall be used 

“…the intensity of their use should be adequate, without using more than 

strictly necessary…” 



Law enforcement officers/equivalent employing force: 

“…in acting as agents of authority, they should apply the adequate use of force in 

accordance with the mission and basic principles of employment of force, and due to this, 

article 20.7 of the Penal Code is applied to them, which states that criminal responsibility does 

not apply to “those who act performing legal duties or in the legal exercise of a right, office or 

position” “ 

Due Obedience/lawful orders: 

The principle of “Authority” disappears when an Officer exceeds their powers. 

Life Skills: 

We are supposed to be fully trained and have continuous training  

Detaining & criminal prosecution laws 

Art. 489: No Spanish citizen or foreigner may be detained apart from in the cases 

where laws permit it 

Art. 490: Anybody can detain (in the following cases): 

-Someone committing a crime, at that moment in time or on their way to 

commit a crime 

-The criminal in the act 

-Someone escaping from penitencery centre/prison 

-Someone escaping from jail  

-Someone escaping on route to prison/jail 

-The condemned/processed who are in rebellion 

Art. 491:  The person detaining will justify, if asked by detainee, acting in accordance 

with sufficient motive to believe that the detainee acted in accordance with previous article 

Art. 492: The “Authority” or police officer has the obligation to detain: 

Anyone described acting in accordance with art. 490 

The person processed for a crime that is mentioned in the Penal Code 

by a punishment superior to correctional prison 

Art. 495: It is not permitted to detain for simple misdemeanors, unless the suspect has 

no known address or doesn´t transmit enough trust to the officer who is trying to detain 



Art. 496: The officer who detains a person, according to the motives mentioned in 

previous articles, should free them or present them to a judge (closest to the place of 

detainment) inside 24 hours of the detainment 

If the transfer to judge is delayed (if the wait has exceeded 24 hours), the Penal Code 

establishes responsibility clauses 

 

 

 

 

 

4- Legal applications & procedures: 

 

Pyramid of use of force: 

 

Procedural action levels: 

 



Normal: This is the minimum risk area. Generally everyday life. There is no systemic warnings 

of danger, although the officer should always be aware incase of changes. These situations 

don´t have any special indicators/warning signs 

Alert: There are some signs, warnings or other clues that awareness must be upped and 

precautions taken. It is enough that these signs are slight. Examples are as follows: 

-Peoples aspect coincides with criminal suspects 

-People carefully watching officer without apparent reason 

-People who, while being questioned, change foot position (as if preparing to 

flee), reply aggressively or hide hands in pockets 

-People who, although may not appear dangerous, have committed some 

criminal action 

-People whose physical complexion, in respect to the officer, could cause a 

lessening of safety in their actions 

Danger: The danger is apparent and immediate. There is a probability of a confrontation. The 

risks and results are unforeseeable. It is necessary to use extreme measures for safety. The 

confrontation may be more that just verbal. The suspect should always end up under control 

on the ground. The indicators/signs, among other s are: 

-People who, while shouting push, or have attacked someone 

-People who gesticulate aggressively 

-People who are armed, or who say they are armed 

-People, who of it is certain knowledge, which will react aggressively 

-Any type of violence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5- SDP Techniques and Tactics: 

5.1 Foundations: 

General aspects: 

In this manual we propose a series of tools (techniques and tactics) that 

correctly used can resolve conflicts in accordance with the legal and ethical framework. The 

techniques are also chosen to appear to be the least aggressive and have a scalable use of 

force 

We do not intend to establish operative procedural rules for specific 

situations; these depend on the officer, the responsibility of applying some of these techniques 

based on their own criteria 

Tori-Uke: 

Although this manual is in English (translated from Spanish), it is practical to 

use these Japanese terms, as they have an extended and ample use that doesn´t translate 

directly into another term such as adversary-combatant, officer-criminal, goodie-baddie, etc 

Tori: In this case, the security professional. The person who does the principal 

action which we are studying 

Uke: The aggressor. The person who does the secondary action we are 

studying 

Natural Weapons: 

The human body has a multitude of natural weapons, which we can use in a 

great number of situations. Practicing SDP we look for the best efficiency with the least effort 



It is important to know the best natural weapons to use in response to 

different actions. It is essential in real self-defense to combine our knowledge to know which 

area to hit, and how and which body part to hit with depending on the attack 

Because of this no natural weapon is better than another, it depends on each 

situation; distance from adversary, area to hit, the effect we wish to cause, etc 

The most frequent natural weapons and those uses we will learn are the 

following:  

 

 

 

 

 

Fist: 

 

 

Parts of fist that connect:  

  

Although you can hit with other parts of the fist, generally the first two knuckles 

should be what connects 



 

 

Hand: 

With an open palm various strikes are possible. The effect of an open palm strike 

should not be underestimated, as striking an appropriate weak point can be more efficient 

than a bad punch 

 Inside chop  

Outside chop  

 Heel Palm strike 

 

Elbow and Knee: 

Both are powerful joints, because of both the large muscles that move them and the 

hardness of the joints themselves. Only use them at short distance and they are most efficient 

when they are used bent 

Legs and Feet: 

They give various different areas to strike with. We can strike from long distance, and 

thanks to the powerful developed muscles the strikes will be stronger than upper body strikes. 

The only inconvenience is the need for decent balance. With shoes we can strike with the toe, 

and barefoot and shoes we can strike with the heel or with the sole of the foot. The shin also 

presents a hard area, apt for circular or ascending strikes 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Vital points/weak spots: 

As previously stated it is important to know the vulnerable areas of the body, to be 

more efficient in an attack. It is also good to know them so we know what & where to protect 

ourselves most 

Generally, to protect these areas a side standing defensive position is the best, 

as it offers fewer areas directly to the attacker 



 

Take into account that the back is harder to reach/attack than the front and 

also has less vulnerable areas. 

The best areas to attack, when the situation requires it, are the eyes, throat 

and testicles 

The important thing about the above points (natural weapons and vital 

points/weak spots), is to know how to combine the two to achieve maximum efficiency 

For example: A chop to the nape of the neck will be more forceful than a 

closed fist punch to the same area 

 

Standing Guards: 

Basic Triangle guard (confrontation): 



 

 

Chin back, hands chin high, low elbows, relaxed shoulders, hands palm out 

facing front and relaxed. There should be a slight bend in the legs. Body position slightly side 

on to attacker 

Interview guard       Hands down guard Open guard 

                                       

Movements: 

Moving is a fundamental part of self-defense. It can be used as a first movement in a 

strike, proceeding a block, form part of a throw, hold or lock 



Straight Movement: 

-Normal step: One foot goes past the other, as in normal walking 

-Sliding step:  Front foot steps forward, and then back foot steps forward STAYING 

BEHIND front foot. OR back foot closes distance to front foot WITHOUT PASSING IT, then front 

foot steps forward. 

Turning: 

Defensive circular movement: The idea is to change the way we face guard. It can be 

down in all directs, with movement or staying in same place, advancing or retreating 

Turning combined with movement: 

Exterior diagonal straight: We step towards the attacker’s direction but in a 

way that we dodge the incoming strike. This is best used combining blocks-strikes with holds 

and throws (for example of position see rear trip in techniques.) 

Step turn: We take a step towards the centerline of the attacker and turn 

(generally) 180 degrees. This is mainly used for throws (for example of position see hip throw 

in techniques) 

Exterior Diagonal turn: We make an exterior diagonal turn to then turn either 

90 or 180 degrees, depending on technique we have chosen to use (for example of position 

see feet sweep in techniques) 

Break-falls: 

Front break-fall: From a kneeling position, when falling all that should come into 

contact with the ground are the forearms and hands hitting the floor. Tensing the core muscles 

is needed to do this properly 

Front rolling break-fall: Put both hands and floor and roll over one shoulder and 

forearm. Similar to a parkour roll 

Back break-fall: Sit back on heels, arch back and try to get as close to ground as 

possible to roll. Chin tucked and protect the head. 

Side break-fall: Sweep the body with same side arm and leg as side we are falling too, 

while doing a 1 leg squat (with opposite falling side leg), trying to fall as close as possible to our 

heels. Straighten falling leg and slap ground with falling side arm fully extended to better 

distribute impact. 

Wrist grabs and escapes: 

Opposite side grab: 



  

Same-side grab: 

  

Two handed front grab: 

 

  

Two handed rear grab: 



  

2 on 1 grab: 

  

Then our left hand goes over Uke arms and we grab our own right fist, and pull up at 

the same time we pull our right elbow down and forwards 

Basics: 

-Our hand movements-responses are what make the ideal response to Uke 

attack possible 

-Generally we will flex the wrist to put our fingers (of the grabbed hand) in the 

same direction as the grab or uke´s angle of force 

-The harder the grip is, the better it is to relax the arm, so we can get closer by 

turning and get our body in same direction as opponent 

-When we start the action we should close the distance between body and 

hand, so that this acts by resting on the waist, leaving no separation between hand grabbed 

and body 

-To unbalance the opponent is it necessary to align the trapped arm with our 

adversary, in the same direction so we can direct them without them being able to stop us 



-All hand actions start by breathing in abdominally, so that the body becomes 

one and acts together more powerfully. Following on the movement start exhaling while at the 

same time contracting CORE muscles 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2 Techniques 

5.2.1 Striking Techniques: 

Basic Principles: 

Striking Techniques have in common a series of principles: 

-Correct alignment of body 

-Quick retraction of fist/foot 

-Add body movement to increase force 

-Focus strike beyond/behind target 

-Rotation at the moment of impact 

Upper Body Strikes 

Lead fist Rear Fist 



           

Palm Heel Elbow 

 

Back fist 

 

The fist rotates in an arc around the elbow. 

Lower Body Strikes 



Front Kick Side Kick 

   

Circular Kick Knee 

 

5.2.2 Triangle Guard 

The problem with normal guard/defensive stances 

When we face an opponent, they can attack us various ways, directly, roundhouses, 

high strikes, low strikes,etc. If we have different stances for different attacks we have a 

problem, seeing as how we would need to identify which attack is being used to then be able 

to defend properly against it. This would cause various problems as we cannot react quickly 

enough. Also there are attacks that while they look similar are quite different. So what can we 

do then? 

A realistic and effective system 

The ideal soloution would be to have a defensive system that doesn´t need to classify 

the attack first. The triangle guard is a system that integrates defense and strikes against both 

direct and circular strikes. It´s easy to learn and instinctive. It has the advantage that by using it 

you have no need to identify the attack being used, which will decrease the reaction time 



(Hicks Law), and by using this system we will only have to move our arms inwards or outward, 

in an imaginary triangle, in regard to the attacker´s hands. 

The Triangle 

From the basic position our arms form a triangle. If an attack is inside, or goes towards 

the inside, of the triangle (interior strike) we block/divert the attack by lowering one hand. It 

the attack comes from outside, or is targeting an area outside of  the triangle (exterior strike), 

our arms move outwards , either up or down depending on area being targeted. 

We will block the stirke with the closest arm to the stirke, and using the shortest route 

(smaller movement by shortest route=quicker). 

So we have saved a step in defense, as now we no longer need to worry about whether 

the strike is direct or circular. The important thing to remember is if the strike is targeting the 

inside or outside of the triangle. So we are no longer talking about blocks for direct strikes, or 

blocks for circular strikes,etc but  interior or exterior blocks. 

Basic Guard Interview Guard Open Guard 

                                            

 

Red: Exterior Yellow: Interior 

Double or Single Blocks 

Single blocks are those that only use one arm. Double blocks are are 

those that use both arms/hands simultaneously to parry (or parry+attack) 

Interior blocks 

Depending on our ability and reaction speed we have various options.

 

Single Interior Block against lead hand 



 

Dodge and parry/divert 

 

 

 

 

 

Double Interior against lead hand 

    

Dodge parry/divert while simultaneously striking Details of movement without Uke 

Single Interior block against rear hand 



           

Dodge and block right straight punch Wide parry Blocking low right hook 

 

Double Interior against rear hand: Dodge-wide 

parry-simultaneous direct strike 

   

 

Against low right hook Against right straight to head or chest Details for wide angle parry 

Exterior Block 

Depending on our abilities and reaction speeds we have various 

options available. 

Single Exterior Double Exterior 



       

Block strike at the wrist Simoulteanous strike while blocking 

Exterior Anticipating block: Hit attackers elbow while their weight is 

still back. Needs a high level of ability reading attacker,  or attacker 

must telegraph their attack. 

 

Hit the brachioradialis muscle (inside forearm/elbow) while simultaneously striking the face 

 

Blocking from interview guard and hands low guard 

There will be moments when we won´t be in the basic guard position. 

In these cases we should take the road of least resistance/effort (simply rase arms and try to 

move out of the trajectory of the strike). We may strike at the same time. 

The arms movement should be from the inside out, taking both hands 

up simultaneously. One hand should block the strike and the other should protect the 

head/face or strike. The arm that blocks  should use the outside of the arm to block (ulna side), 

and the movement should be followed through with the waist) 



Bodyweight should be on the back foot, and we will twist the hips 

and/or step out of the way of the strike. 

After this first movement we should then get into the traingle guard 

basic position. 

Blocking from open guard 

Normaly we will use open guard to provake an attack, as this way the 

reaction time is shorter. Open guard is useful to be able to apply an interior block. 

Control Locks 

When we can apply the previous blocks correctly, we can go onto the 

next step, which is blocking-dodging at the same time while keeping contact with the blocked 

arm, and then moving into a control lock (or throw). 

For inside strikes: We block the arm down, keeping contact 

with lower hand (which pushes up), and our other hand goes to the 

shoulder or elbow (depending on next technique to be applied). 

                    

 

For Outside strikes: Block the arm downwards and in 

semicircle, and grip with both  hands. 



                

                                               

            Move to ukes side, unbalancing them 

For low strikes 

                                   

Don´t lose contact while blocking Continue taking the arm upwards without losing 

contact 

Blocking Kicks 



Applying the principles of the triangle defense system, we imagine an 

inverted triangle formed by lifting or tibias and rotating the knees. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other options we have, apart from dodging are as follows. 

Exterior single block (low kicks): 

          



It is important to note that the contact point of the tibia should be soft tissue. In this case use either the instep or quadriceps, not 

tibia to tibia. 

 

Exterior double block: We strike with the oposite side fist to 

the leg we block with. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Interior single block: Use a front kick with the heel to the 

oposite shin (need to be able to anticipate/foresee the attack) 



  

If after blocking a kick, the opponent is still throwing 

kicks, we will need to to a double block and trap an arm to do a control hold or takedown. 

 

5.2.3 First Response 

The first response is a usefull tool for the security profesional, as it serves to 

both protect us and also as a warning to the agresor, giving us extra time to verbally 

warn them, and then gradually use more force as needed. 

It uses as it´s base the triangle guard and has both an interior and exterior 

version. 

 

Exterior first response  



      

 

Receive an exterior strike Block+strike sternum,push chest/etc Retreat to safe distance+verbal warning 

 

 

Interior first response  

  

Block attack Strike or scoop neck 



  

Control arm+neck push/drag them past you Turn to face, return to safe distance+verbal warning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.4 Takedowns/Throws 

Fundamentals 

There are three basic principles to be able to throw: 

-Unbalancing: Theis is the most important one. It consists of moving uke´s 

center of gravity to an unstable position. 

-Prepareing the throw: This consists of placing ukes body  in the correct place 

for the throw. It also means we must position ourself  in the best position to be 

effective. 

-Throw itself: Is the complete execution of the technique. 

 



   Rear trip   Foot sweep  Hip throw 

 

            

 

Depending on the situation, these throws can be done in ways and 

don´t cause damage, or if in a dangerous situation they can be executed with energy and force, 

being a very effect resolution technique. 

The techniques may vary depending on the situation, above are some 

basic examples. 

 

 

 

 

 

5.2.5 Groundwork: restraining on ground 

Fundamentals 

-Restraining shall be done on the ground 

-The basic  vectors to control are the shoulders and hips 

-Toris weight should be low as posible 

There are a multitude of techniques for groundwork, and many 

different strategies and physical training focused on this part of fighting. But in realistic 

systems, those that aren´t for competition and have the posibility of more than one adversery, 

will try to get away from the ground as much as posible. The risks faced on the ground are 

many, from the apperance of more agresors to a unexpected turn in the fight. 



SDP sugests if the fight goes to the ground, for whatever reason, is to 

use techniques to get back up on our feet to keep fighting. 

Restraint Techniques 

Safety position  

 

In this postion, toris bodyweight is on their knees and upper part of their tibias. Ukis arm is either pulled straight or in hammerlock 

Armbar 

 

   

Pull the arm towards the ground while raseing hips. 

This position is a transitional position, to either get back up on your feet or go to Safety 

Position 

5.2.6 Locks & Control techniques 

Fundamentals  

The techniques here explained can be done from any position, not just 

from grappleing or grabing clothes. In following chapters we´ll see how to get 

the the postions here demonstrated. 

Techniques 

“Open” Hammerlock “Closed” Hammerlock 



                        

Straight armlock (front wrist control) Wristlock (gooseneck) 

  

Rear/side straight armlock 

 

5.2.7 Strangles & Chokes  

Basics 

A strangle/choke is the presure or control hold that Tori applies to 

Ukes neck. This presure comes from the hold tori has on either ukes clothes or uke themself. 

Strangles/chokes may combine the action of the hands with other parts of their bodies. 



There are thre components in a choke. Body, breathing and nervous. 

They are always done togther, although depending to the technique one may be more 

predominante than the others. 

Techniques 

Open Rear Nacked Choke (RNC) Locked in RNC 

                   

 

Common strangles 

Some common strangles are: 

-From the front 

-From the side 

-From the back 

-Against a wall (restraining) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Ways to escape a strangle 

It is easier to escape from a common strangle than from a choke 

devolped from martial artes, but the basic steps to follow are similar. 

In SDP we consider that a strangle is considered a “lethal” attack, 

when considereding the proportional force response. 



 

As we will we seen later, the damage that a strangle can do requires a 

fast and overwelming response. It is important to know how to react, as we may be unconsious 

or dead in a short period of time. The first reaction should always be to reestablish the flow of 

blood and aire. 

The basic procedure for escapeing common strangles is: 

1-Grab the arm and reduce presure. Lower and tuck chin. Use both hands. 

  

2-“Break” the technique being used. To break the strangle our body so “go in 

the same direction as in point 1”. Meaning we should make use of our bodies movement and 

our hands to reduce presure and to execute our technique. 

3-Strike the opponet to escape (This may vary, depending on situation). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.3 Resolving attacks 

In this chapter we we see how to combine the basic techniques and operational 

procedures to achive various solutions and attacks. Force used in all the combinations here can 

be modified to be used proportionally.  

Upper body strikes resolutions 



Using the triangle guard, we can use all posible combinations. 

To unify and simplfy concepts, we´ll define to trasicional positions, 

PTINT (interior transition position) and PTEXT (exterior transition position). 

A transiitonal position is one that allows flowing of one technique into 

another. In this case a defensive technique into an offensive technique (be it a control hold, 

strike, or any other). 

The transitional moment of the flow between a defence and an attack 

should be continous and (as the name indictes) “flow”. There should be no stoping or pauses. 

                    

From int strike = PTINT From ext strike=PTEXT 

 

Strikes 

If needed more strikes should be used. For example, is there is resistance con 

an hammerlock then we may knee, or if the officer feels that the threat level is raised in 

accordance with proportional force. 

We will now see a few attack resolutions based on SDP triangle guard. There 

are many more but here we will show a few. 

 

 

 

 

Attack Resoultion Interior Blocks 

INT BLOCK-PTINIT-KNEE-HAMMERLOCK-SAFETY POSITION 



                                

Block Int PTINT Knee 

                                                  

Hammerlock Safety Position 

INT BLOCK-PTINT-REAR TRIP-SAFETY POSITION 

       

 

Int Block PTINI Rear Trip Safety position 

 



 

 

 

INT BLOCK-PTINT-REAR/SIDE ARMLOCK-SAFETY POSTION 

 

Int Block PTINT Armlock Safety Positionç 

Attack Resolution Ext Blocks 

EXT BLOCK-PTEXT-WRIST LOCK (STEPS 1-4)-SAFETY POSITION 

 

Ext Block PTEXT Step 1 Step 2 



 

Step 3 Step 4 (Execute wrist lock) Safety Position 

 

 

 

 

PTEXT-TAKE ARM BACK-HAMMERLOCK-SAFETY POSITION 

 

PTEXT Take arm back Turn body 

                                 

Hammerlock Safety position 

PTEXT-NECK CHOP-REAR TRIP-SAFETY POSITION 



   

PTEXT Neck chop with Rear Trip Safety Position 

PTEXT-FOOTSWEEP-SAFETY POSITION 

   

PTEXT FOOTSWEEP Safety Postion 

PTEXT-REAR/SIDE ARMLOCK-SAFETY POSITION 

   

PTEXT Round kick to leg Control ukes arm 



    

Armlock Safety position 

 

Common Strangles 

When being attacked by a strangle the apropriate procedural action level 

ALWAYS  is “Dangerous”. 

Front Strangle 

  

Use a double Interior Block 

Side headlock-choke 



   

 

Trap left arm to defend against strikes Place our left arm below ukes nose and pushUnbalnce uke backwards 

Rear Strangle 

   

Pull arms down to reduce pressure Turn head and move sidewards Hammerlock 

Strangle against wall 



  

 

Double block grabbing ukes arm Turn body and raise arms Elbow strike to brake strangle 

 

 

Collar grab 

With collar grabs remember to scale force used from less to more. 

STRIKE-WRISTLOCK-SAFETY POSITION 

   

Attacked by collar grab Strike Face Wristlock 



 

Safety Position 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bear hugs 

Bear hugs are normally used to restrain someone to then strike them,or have someone 

else strike them. So the responses must be overwhelming. 

Bear hugs trapping arms 

STRIKE TESTICLES-ELBOW STRIKE-ARMLOCK-SAFETY POSITION 



     

Bearhugged with traped arms Strike testicles to weaken hold Elbow strike to face without leting go of uke arm 

  

Rear/side straight armlock Safety Position 

Bear hug untrapped arms 

Break the grip with strikes to the strong hand and fingerlocks 

  

Bearhugged untrapped arms Strike phalangies and metacarpals. Trap for control/lock 



 

Fingerlock step 1 Fingerlock step 2 

 

Full fingerlock by extension 

 

Groundwork: Mount, sidecontrol & guard 

Basics: 

Basic defensive movements: 

To stop pins/restraints offer the least area posbile. Slightly curl up and resist 

pushs with a combined action of both arms and legs, disrupting attackers legs and moveing at 

the right moment. Being able to strike effectively from the fool and standing up from any 

position while simultaneously striking is fundamental. 

Escapes/sweeps: 

-Find ukes weakpoint, concentrate attacks there, striking vunerable areas 

-Use rapid movements, so grabing is more difficult for the attacker. Also this 

will tire them out 

-Action-reaction: Move oneway then when they react to it counterattack by 

moving the SAME way (the way their force is going) 

 

 



 

Techniques: 

To make it easier, and so that one technique may be used for various positions, we´ll 

explain the most comon (in the examples two with have a similir finish and in one we will stand 

up. These are options, there are more techniques). 

Take into account that we get into groundwork defensive positions it is because 

somethings gone wrong (we haven´t been able to escape by other means). If we are on the 

ground it is because the attacker is holding us, normaling strangleing with one hand and 

striking with the other, or double handed strangle. 

Remember that in training you may train some combat groundwork techniques 

(chokes from guard, armbar from sidecontrol,etc) but in general the best thing to do in 

COMBAT situation is escape,stand up striking and get to safe distance. Do not fight on the 

ground. 

Mount escape  

Strike face, grab one side of ukes body and turn throwing them off. 

Stand up after. 

 

Strike face Hold side ukes body 

 

Bridge hips and roll side Throws off uke 



 

Stand up and get to safe distance 

Side control escape 

If uke backs off, don´t focus on continuing escape, just stand up. 

 

Strike Ukes face Pass leg over head while holding arm 

 

Armbar Wristlock 

 

Swap hands Free hand for support 



 

Turn uke over and keep body weight on them Safety position 

Guard escape 

Pass both legs to one side and armbar. The same as before, if attacker 

backs off, just stand up and get to safe distance. 

  

Trap on arm and strike face  Place leg for armbar 

  

Armbar Wristlock 

  



Swap hands Free hand support 

  

Turn uke and keep body weight on them Safety position 

Defense against baton/stick 

When defending against baton/stick use the same principles as in triangle guard. 

However we must take into account the attackers longer reach and how to close distance. 

We must also take into account disarms for finishers. 

The answer is a overwhelmig attack from the start, the procedural level Is one of 

DANGER 

Defense against knifes 

In SDP the triangle guard and control holds have been chosen as they are valid for both 

unarmed and knife attacks. This means that if the officer is attacked at full speed and can´t see 

if the attacker is armed or not it doesn´t matter as the block/defense used will be correct and 

effective. 

Defending against a knife, the most important thing is to survive. It is important that 

the student realizes the real danger of a knife attack, and that they learn the correct atitude 

and techniques that they can use. Knife attacks are very violent. 

We will use different techniques or combinations, depending on the distance from the 

attacker. 

 

Techniques from long range 

We´ve seen the attacker when they are a few steps away from us. We see the 

knife and their intention to use it. If posible we would strike with a kick (either to face or other 

body part) before the attacker closes the distance. If this doesn´t stop the attack, and the 

attacker starts to close distance we should move on to midrange techniques. 



  

Kick to face Midrange techniques if needed 

 

 

 

Techniques for midrange 

We´ve seen the attacker, but they are close and we have time to react. 

Doble block and retreat to safe distance/disarm/control lock 

Exterior blocks examples: 

    

 



 

Interior block examples 



 

Short range Techniques 

The attack surprises us, is very close and the reaction time needed is 

very short. 

We place both hands infront of us and forcefully double palm strike as 

many times a s need until we can get to a safe distance from the attacker, and then use other 

shortrange or midrange techniques 

  

From a low attack From a high attack 



  

Hand position for block/double palm strike 

Basics for knife attack 

The first reaction to a knife attack should be to move back in a straight line 

about 7-8 metres. However in a real combat the attacker will have no problem in closing the 

distance to their target. 

The moment that the officer sees that the attacker keeps advancing while they 

retreat (to stop being stabbed or cut) they should take the decision to more either left 

or right, to get out of the knifes line of attack. This sudden change gives the officer an 

extra second as the attacker now needs to change their attack. This allows the officer 

to draw their firearm/strike attacker/etc 

If it is not posible to unholster firearm after turning and the attacker keeps advancing 

then the agent will have to repeat this action.  

Moveing and fleeing: Onc e at a safe distance from attacker, if we are 

armed use said weapon until danger is over. While attacking continously keep 

moving, striking,etc without stoping. Consistanly find the safest place to be. 

Remember that distance is an esential factor in survival. Even after receiving 

severe wounds there are attackers that will keep on attacking. 

Techniques for knife disarming: Logically there are times when it is not 

posible to retreat to a safe distance from the agresor (for example if backed up 

against wall) o if we´re in a small cramped area, or people behind us that we 

are protecting. 

There are three parts to knife disarms: 

1-Traping arm that holds weapon closing the distance 

2-Throw or control lock 

3-Disarm or escape 



 

1-First step: Trap arm.  

Grab the hand of the attacker that is holding the weapon with a double block. With 

both hands controling attackers arm. We can grip from both interior and exterior 

transitional positions. 

It is posible to be wounded if the miss the grab, or even if we don´t miss it. 

  

While we tightly hold the “armed” hand, close the distance immediately,getting as 

close as we can stop the attacker from breaking our hold or having enough space to hurt us 

with the knife. 

There is always a risk of being cut, but if we don´t get close to attacker (and control 

them) they may do much more damage. 

2-Second step: Throw or control lock 

Now we are in “control” of the knife hand, we keep our body stuck to the attacker and 

should then throw them or use a control lock/dislocation. 

We should avoid turning or back on the attacker for a throw. 

 

3-Third step:Disarm or escape. 

When the attacker has been unbalanced or is on the ground we may continue. 

If we are armed we can warn attacker  that we will use weapon if they do not stop, or 

use the weapon immediately if the moment requires it. 

If we are unarmd and can escapre from the attacker, the option on retreating to a safe 

place is the best option. To practice this in training simply designate a “safe area” and run to it 

after the throw. 

If escpae is not posible, the only other option is to stay and fight after throwing 

attacker. In this case we will need to disarm the attacker and take the knife. 

 



Defence against firearms 

As with knifes we will base our techniques on the SDP triangle guard for 

threats with a pistol. 

The movement used is similar to a double interior block. 

Then disarm. 

For profesionals (who are trained and may use firearms) there is then another 

step (tap magazine, rack slide, precheck and aim). 

   

“Hands up!” Open Triangle guard Turn body and grab pistol 

 

Redirect pistol/muzzle direction Strike face while holding pistol Start disarm 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.4 Operational procedures 

Operational procedures are the actions used to maintain public order. They don´t have 

to have fighting components, but do have elements of prevention. 

In general all OPs have some (or all) of the following steps: 

Identifying, search/patdown,cuffing and control/transport. 

Seeing as how SDP is aimed at the entire public and private security bodies, it is not 

posible to study ALL the OPs for  each body (military, guardia civil, national police, local police, 

prision guards, security guards, close protecion officers, etc). So we will study only the basic 

ones, without establishing obligatory OPs. 

Taking into accout the previous point, we´ll study cuffing, way to stand up the detained 

from ground and control/transport. 

OP Normal level 

Rigid/hinged cuffs 

  

Get close to suspect and control elbow Cuff from above 



 

Take arm down and twist cuffs anticlockwise Take other arm and cuff 

 

 

 

Chain cuffs 

 

Aproach Suspect and control elbow, lower hand and twist 

  

Grab at knuckle level and twist Cuff with left hand 



   

Switch hands controling cuffs Take other arm and cuff 

 

Normal position 

OP Alert level 

The difference between OP alert level and normal is that a wall should be used 

(to better control suspect) and a more forceful use of control locks. 

  

Using wall as support Controling suspect (note:see legs as well) 

OP Danger level 

Cuffing will always be done on the ground. 



   

From safety position cuff with the left hand Control other arm 

  

Cuff other arm Finish in horiontal cuff position 

 

 

 

 

 

Standing up cuffed suspect 

   

Turn onto side Sit up 



  

Ask suspect to bend leg Turn and help them stand up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5.5 Baton 

A baton (of one kind or another) is a standard issue weapon to most security 

professionals. 

Because of this we will study the basic use of this weapon and its use in accordance 

with operational procedures. 

Guards 



  

Basic guard Advanced Guard 

Grip breaking 

These are similar to grip breaking for wristlocks/wrist grabs/etc previously seen. Take 

into account escalation of force and a proportional response to the attack. 

Grip break baton hand 

  

Grip break baton 

   

Strikes with baton 

Generally, baton strikes should come from a guard position. You should not 

raise your center of gravity while striking, the force of the strike should come for the wrist and 

hip more than the shoulder. 

Non-lethal strikes 



  

Other Strikes 

Defending against a knife/ baton/ etc, the officer´s life is at high risk, 

therefore strikes to lethal areas should be done until there is no threat remaning. 

  

   

 

 

Control locks 

Nearly all of the previous seen locks in SDP programe can be done with baton. 

Hammerlock 



  

Close angle/reduce bend in arm with baton in crook of elbow Lever the arm and reduce angle even more 

  

From this postion swap controlling hands if needed. 

Straight armlock 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Specialized Operational Procedure Modules 

For police officers, guardia civil, and armed forces. 



The follow techniques, tactics and OPs can be taught in specialized modules by the 

AEFSDP, each one being designed to be taught separately from this manual. 

The modules are as follows: 

-Techniques and Operational Procedures against mêlée weapons 

- Techniques and Operational Procedures for mêlée weapons vs. mêlée weapons 

-Techniques and Operational Procedures for rifle 

-Techniques and Operational Procedures for rifle vs. rifle or blunt weapons 

- Techniques and Operational Procedures against rifle 

- Techniques and Operational Procedures for small arms. Tactical and combat 

shooting, CQB 


